
 

 

PEOPLE & CULTURE BRIEFING   

25th January 2019 

Improving recruitment and career opportunities at EEAST 

This is an update about the actions we are taking in relation to recruiting and retaining staff. 

To provide better patient care and to respond to 999 calls more quickly, we need to increase our 

staff numbers. As you know, we have received funding to increase the number of frontline patient-

facing staff by 333 by the end of 2020, as stated in the Independent Service Review.  

Whilst it is true that more than 300 staff have joined us since April 2018, with more due to start, we 

have seen an increase in staff turnover which means that the overall numbers have not increased 

as much as we need. This is disappointing but it underlines that fact that as well as continuing to 

recruit people, we need to do more to retain our staff and ensure that people want to stay at 

EEAST. You have told us some of your reasons for considering leaving EEAST. These include your 

experience of EEAST processes such as changes in role and payroll, local line management and 

the ability to access professional development and progression opportunities. 

We have listened and have taken action to address your concerns: 

Professional update training 

You said: You are disappointed with the quality of professional update (PU) training.   

We are: For the next PU programme round, we will launch a programme to deliver a more 

consistent and high-quality content tailored to the needs of your individual role. It will also involve 

removing fewer people from the frontline. 

EEAST processes 

You said: We don’t provide a great service when making changes related to your employment such 

as a move in location, change in hours, or pay changes.   

We are: Completely reviewing all of our processes, systems and teams to provide a better 

customer service in future. New systems will be in place by June 2019. 

Local leaders 

You said: You have varied experiences of local leaders.   

We are: Implementing a leadership development programme so that everyone understands our 

leadership charter setting out the way we will lead our people, providing them with the skills they 

need to succeed and progress.   
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Opportunities to develop your career at EEAST 

You said: Most importantly, you told us you are concerned about career development opportunities 

and specialist paramedic roles.   

We trained a number of specialist paramedics without firm plans for deploying them.  As a result, 

many specialist paramedics have left EEAST. We have reviewed the banding for these roles and 

extended the scope of practice. The revised Advanced Practitioner role has now been banded at 

AfC Band 7. 

Our workforce plan for 2019/20 includes advanced practitioner roles so paramedics can develop 

their scope of practice and careers here. We have 10 primary and urgent care specialist schemes in 

the region and are working to secure funding to extend them across all six sectors. We will update 

you on this in the spring.  

Next steps include:  

• re-banding roles to AfC Band 7 with new job descriptions  
• all staff who are emergency care practitioners or specialist paramedics moving to the new 

job description and pay band from 1st April, 2019 
• current specialists receiving a professional supervision conversation to discuss the role, 

identify any skills gaps and training required 
• advertising vacant advanced practitioners roles  
• advanced practitioner training courses open for application. 

 
Your career at EEAST 

We know staff in all roles are keen to progress. This year we have seen record numbers of our staff 

start new training programmes.  This includes: 

• 61 practice educators trained through Hertfordshire University  

• 93 student paramedics starting year two of their programme with another 60 due to start 

before 31st March 

• 130 of our student paramedics graduating and becoming NQPs  

• 77 technicians starting the tech to paramedic pathway since April 18  

• 26 internal ECAs starting their apprentice EMT course  

• 17 staff from other areas of EEAST progressing onto clinical pathways from a mix of PTS, 

EOC, and AFAs roles. 

Our workforce plan for 2019-20 provides for another 150 people to progress internally across the 

clinical career pathway, and to help you understand the relationship between these roles, take a 

look at the pathway diagram below.  
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We will provide more information on the roles and qualifications and how you can progress. 

Our training and development opportunities will be supported by our new online learning 

management system Evolve which will allow you to access training more easily whilst providing you 

with your own CPD record. 

We know that all staff want to be supported in their roles – that is why we are improving our training 

and wellbeing offers, including our Wellbeing Passport which, once complete, gives staff £250 

towards their personal, professional development and wellbeing.  

We can do more to make EEAST an even better place to work and we will use your feedback to do 

that. Please keep sharing your experiences and ideas, and we will keep you updated on 

improvements.  

Thank you, 

Lindsey Stafford-Scott 

Deputy CEO and Director of People & Culture 

 


